65” / 75” / 86”
IFP

65″ EAN: 8592580118661
75″ EAN: 8592580118654
86″ EAN: 8592580118647

The Powerful
Interactive
Flat Panel with
Android 8.0

Android 8.0
Zero Bonding
IR Touch
Antibacterial & Antiglare Glass
USB Type-C with Power

The TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat Panel Series
is specially designed for meeting rooms and education
environments where quality and health matter. The
IFP Series provides an innovative, seamless, and

Wi-Fi Built-in & Hotspot
LAN 1000 Mbps

problem-free interactive experience.
Packed with features such as anti-bacterial glass, a
blue light filter, fast Android 8.0, and smooth wireless
presentation, the TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat

2x Front Speakers
OPS PC Slot

Panel Series ensures you get the most out of every
meeting room and classroom.

WWW.TRIUMPHBOARD.COM

Remote Management System (optional)
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Modern
and Practical
Design
Developed to meet the needs and
requirements of today's user.
With super-slim bezels, front I/O
selection and speakers, executed
in stunning white, the Interactive
Flat Panel looks exceptional and
suits any classroom or meeting
room.

QUICK UNIFIED TOOLBAR
The Interactive Flat Panel’s new interface makes navigation simple, with
the functions most used conveniently located in a single hub. The toolbar
can be set up with the most frequently used apps and 3 tools of your
choice.
Record - Record your Android screen displaying from any source.
AirClass - Easy to use web-based voting system for meetings and classes.

Next
Generation
Writing
Experience
Advanced IR touch technology

ANDROID 8.0

enables responsive touch. A 1 mm

An industry-leading chipset solution with Android 8.0 brings great
performance of the computing power and reliability. Seamlessly open
multiple applications on the screen and multitask without hassle.

air gap between panel and glass,
and 1,5 mm touch accuracy ensures
a natural, fluid writing experience.
Write with different colors
simultaneously, erase with your

REMOTE MANAGEMENT (optional)
The Interactive Flat Panel supports a convenient web-based remote
management system. It enables cluster management functionality for
your Interactive Flat Panel. Options include status monitoring, panel
grouping, time and channel switching, volume control, and emergency
information bulletins. Everything is available in one, unified space.

palm. Collaborate easily without
limitations.
Air Gap

Glass

Panel

ANTIBACTERIAL GLASS
The TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat Panel includes specially coated
antibacterial glass that kills germs that can accumulate on the surface and
prevents cross-infection during presentation or class.

Powerful Software Included

Deliver interactive classes and meetings
with the powerful software included in every
TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat Panel.

Note
Easy Annotation
Packed with useful features, the Note
application brings a powerful solution
for interactive meetings and classes.

Object Recognition - handwriting,
object, and shape recognition.

Collaboration in different colors
at the same time.

Add pictures to Note, from a USB flash
disk to browser simple drag and drop.

OfficeSuite
All-in-one Office Application
With OfficeSuite you can easily create and
edit any office document on your IFP unit.
Share, annotate, collaborate, digitally sign
and do much more, including PDF files.

EShare
Wireless Content Sharing Software
Share your screen more effectively and conveniently in the
meeting room or classroom, cable free. EShare allows smooth
streaming of audio & video files, mirroring of content from your
favorite device to the Interactive Flat Panel and much more.

mozaBook Classroom
Educational Content Software - 1 (one) year free subscription

The mozaBook Classroom
software includes spectacular
interactive content, built-in
skill-developing, illustrative and
virtual lab applications, even
in 3D, which helps stimulate
students’ interest and boost their
acquisition of knowledge.
More than 100 thematic
applications provide a unique
way of reviewing and deepening
acquired knowledge.
The software supports
touchscreen functions, and its
user interface can adapt to the
display size.

Wide
range of
connectivity

Front view

HDMI 2.0
LAN 1000 Mbps
Wi-Fi + Hotspot

Bottom view

USB Type-C
USB 3.0

Side view

Optional
Accessories
Stands

OPS PC and PC PRO

TRIUMPH BOARD Interactive Flat
Panel includes a fixed wall mount.
For your meeting room or classroom
you can also choose from wild range
of optional stands and lift systems:

TRIUMPH BOARD OPS PC and PC PRO
are the perfect solution for extending your
capabilities. Providing seamless access to
your Windows OS, they allow you to work
in the environment that works best for you.

Cleaning pads & Wipes

Presenter

4K Webcam & Speakerphone

TRIUMPH BOARD Cleaning
Wipes, 72% alcoholinfused, completely
remove 99.9% of all
bacteria and viruses,
leaving a clean and clear
touchscreen.

Enjoy quick wireless presentations
with no set up needed, allowing
instant collaboration.

The TRIUMPH BOARD 4K Webcam is an
8-Megapixel web camera, and together with
our Speakerphone is an ideal tool for Video
Conferencing using
our IFPs.

TRIUMPH BOARD reserves the right to change the product specifications without notice.
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